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CYCLE TESTING
Whether its called endurance, life-cycle or fatigue testing, cycle testing is a tool designed to ensure product reliability and durability. The piece 
under test could be an entire assembled product or simply a single component of a product. This tool is used extensively throughout our entire 
product line, for quality assurance and product development purposes. Several of the cycle machines were custom designed and built, in-house 
to provide a specific capability. The control systems were also designed and coded in-house using National Instruments LabVIEW software.
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Slide Gate Cycle Machine
Dedicated to performing the 1,000 cycle 

test of AAR Specification S-233.

Horizontal Cycle Machine
Ideal for cycling draft gear and 

European buffers in the orientation 
they are used.

   

               Turbo Cycler                                     Dual Axis Cycler                                   Vertical Cycler
with Thermal Chamber             .          

The Turbo, Dual Axis and Vertical cycler trio, were initially purpose built, in-house to perform sections of AAR Specification M-948
for side bearings. With special designed fixtures, each machine has been used to test a variety of components from other products. 
The Vertical Cycler has the unique ability to cycle test pieces at temperatures ranging between -50ºF and +150ºF through the use of 
the integrated thermal chamber.

Brake Beam Cycle Machine
Dedicated to performing the 1,000,000 
cycle test of AAR Specification S-344.

   

400K Cycle Machine

Generally used to cycle test individual 
product components. Pictured, is the
1,000,000 cycle, draft gear rear wall

cycle test.

10 Station Cycle Machine
Purpose built machine for quality 

assurance testing of individual draft gear 
pads. The carousel indexes a pad over 
the loading ram, cycles the pad once, 

then indexes to the next station. 

Not Shown

Hatch Cover 
Cycle Test 

Stand
Dedicated to 

performing the 
1,000 drop test 

of AAR 
Specification 

S-2037. 
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